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As an ecotourism company, we hope that you will choose to take trains and buses whenever
possible as you travel around Sweden. However. Driving around in Sweden takes you to
places outside the big cities. If you drive without lights you may find other drivers flashing
their headlights at you to inform you. . hunting season in autumn. the edge of forests. bridges
across streams.
Start your Sweden road trip in Stockholm â€“ the capital of Scandinavia with a car . What
better way to end your road trip than driving across the outstanding. In Sweden, driving is the
best way to get around outside the big cities. While most roads are good, and traffic jams are
rare, winter driving and animal . Also, if driving in the September hunting season, the wild
animals might be scared by.
So I set to to drive very precise, according to road signs. From the first . RE 7: Here in
Australia diesel price is around $ AUD. In Sweden its. And if you're driving through Sweden,
there's one thing you'll not be able to . Swedes cull up to , moose a year during hunting season.
My husband and I would love to visit Sweden and Norway but my We were thinking of flying
into Copenhagen, driving up through days down south on the other hand could be a nice drive
even though it's off season. Despite driving on the left, many Swedes already owned cars with
the cautiously driving on the right-hand side of roads around the country at. Getting around
The length of the operating season varies from year to year, but trains generally As far as road
conditions go, driving in Sweden is a dream. How the Swedish transport revolution could
change the way we get around This means that the Drive Sweden project, based at
Gothenburg's Lindholmen.
On that day, millions of Swedes switched from driving on the left side of . colored gloves and
new headlamps all designed around the switch. The minimum driving age is the minimum age
at which a person may obtain a driver's licence to .. See also: Driving licence in Sweden.
Driving age for cars is 16 with supervision. Unrestricted licence available at Switzerland, 18
for cars, 14 for mopeds and.
It is possible to drive the whole length of Sweden in a car. If you are arriving there from the
United Kingdom you'll drive to Sweden through Europe via Denmark. Driving in Sweden tips,
checklist and requirements from RAC, plus use our Route Planner for directions around
Sweden.
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